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Summary
Ventral temporal cortex (VTC) is the latest stage of the
ventral ‘‘what’’ visual pathway, which is thought to code
the identity of a stimulus regardless of its position or size
[1, 2]. Surprisingly, recent studies show that position information can be decoded from VTC [3–5]. However, the
computational mechanisms by which spatial information is
encoded in VTC are unknown. Furthermore, how attention
influences spatial representations in human VTC is also
unknown because the effect of attention on spatial representations has only been examined in the dorsal ‘‘where’’ visual pathway [6–10]. Here, we fill these significant gaps
in knowledge using an approach that combines functional
magnetic resonance imaging and sophisticated computational methods. We first develop a population receptive field
(pRF) model [11, 12] of spatial responses in human VTC.
Consisting of spatial summation followed by a compressive
nonlinearity, this model accurately predicts responses of individual voxels to stimuli at any position and size, explains
how spatial information is encoded, and reveals a functional
hierarchy in VTC. We then manipulate attention and use our
model to decipher the effects of attention. We find that attention to the stimulus systematically and selectively modulates responses in VTC, but not early visual areas. Locally,
attention increases eccentricity, size, and gain of individual
pRFs, thereby increasing position tolerance. However, globally, these effects reduce uncertainty regarding stimulus
location and actually increase position sensitivity of distributed responses across VTC. These results demonstrate that
attention actively shapes and enhances spatial representations in the ventral visual pathway.
Results
Does a pRF Model Predict Responses in VTC?
To develop a model of how spatial information is encoded
in ventral temporal cortex (VTC), we measured fMRI responses (3T, 2-mm voxels) in a series of face-selective regions
[13] while subjects fixated centrally and viewed images of
faces that varied systematically in position and size (Figure 1A). We used face-selective regions as a model system
as they are a highly studied subsystem of VTC [3, 14, 15]
with a well-understood functional organization that is anatomically consistent across subjects [13, 16]. After estimating
and denoising stimulus-evoked responses [17], we modeled
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responses in each voxel using the compressive spatial summation (CSS) model [12]. The CSS model characterizes the
population receptive field (pRF) [11] of a voxel and predicts
the response to a face by first computing the spatial overlap
between the face and an isotropic 2D Gaussian and then
applying a compressive nonlinearity (Figure 1B). Cross-validation analyses demonstrate that the CSS model accurately
characterizes responses of individual voxels in face-selective
regions located on the inferior occipital gyrus (IOG), posterior
fusiform gyrus (pFus), and mid-fusiform gyrus (mFus) [13]
and successfully predicts responses to faces at novel positions and sizes (Figures 1C and S1A). To assess whether these
results are specific to face stimuli, we also performed measurements using phase-scrambled faces. Although phasescrambled faces evoke weaker responses and produce noisier
pRF estimates, pRF properties are largely invariant to stimulus
type (Figures S1B and S1C).
What Is the Nature of pRFs in VTC?
Similar to early and intermediate visual areas [11, 12], pRF
size increases with eccentricity in face-selective regions within
VTC (Figures 2A and S2B), suggesting that size-eccentricity
scaling is a pervasive organizing principle across the ventral
visual pathway. However, different from earlier visual areas,
pRFs in face-selective regions are quite large compared to
their eccentricity. Consequently, these pRFs extend substantially into the ipsilateral visual field (Figure 2B). Also, unlike
pRFs in earlier areas, pRFs in face-selective regions are
consistently centered near the fovea, producing a representational scheme in which nearly all neural resources are dedicated to the central portion of the visual field (approximately
the central 7 ; see Figures 2B and S2A). This convergence of
spatial coverage is consistent with the foveal bias of face-selective regions [14, 15]. Notably, this organization is different
from the distributed tiling of visual space in earlier retinotopic
visual regions [18], suggesting unique computational strategies in VTC. Interestingly, pRF properties vary hierarchically
across face-selective regions: anterior regions in VTC generally have larger and more foveal pRFs than posterior regions
(Figures 2A and S2C), features also observed in monkey inferotemporal cortex (IT) [19–22].
How Are pRF Properties Affected by Attention?
To understand the contribution of top-down attentional signals to the observed results, we measured pRFs under
different attentional states. While maintaining central fixation,
subjects performed one of three tasks: digit task (one-back
task on rapid serial presentation of digits at fixation), dot
task (detection of a red dot appearing on the faces; same as
the first experiment), and face task (one-back task on the identity of the faces; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and Figure S3A). In the digit task, attention is directed toward
fixation, whereas in the dot and face tasks, attention is
directed toward the faces.
Comparing pRF properties across tasks, we find no
substantial changes in pRF properties in early visual areas
V1–V3 (Figures 3A and S3C). However, in hV4 and, more
substantially, in face-selective regions, voxel responses are
strongly modulated by the task (Figure S3B). In these regions,
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Figure 1. Compressive Spatial Summation Accurately Models Responses in VTC
(A) Stimuli. Subjects viewed faces while fixating centrally. Faces varied systematically in position (centers indicated by yellow dots) and size (sizes indicated
by yellow circles). During each trial, face position and size were held constant while face identity and viewpoint were dynamically updated.
(B) Compressive spatial summation (CSS) model. The response to a face is predicted by computing the spatial overlap between the face and a 2D Gaussian
and then applying a compressive power-law nonlinearity. The model includes two parameters (x, y) for the position of the Gaussian, a parameter (s) for the
size of the Gaussian, a parameter (n) for the exponent of the nonlinearity, and a parameter (g) for the overall gain of the predicted responses.
(C) Example voxel (left IOG, subject 1). Top row: responses arranged spatially according to face position. Bottom row: responses arranged serially for better
visualization of measurement reliability and goodness of fit of CSS model. Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) response magnitudes (black bars;
median across trials 6 68% confidence interval [CI]) are accurately fit by the model (green line). Note that a single set of model parameters accounts for the
full range of the data.
See also Figure S1.

pRFs exhibit increased eccentricity, size, and gain when subjects attend to the faces (dot and face tasks) compared to
when they attend to fixation (digit task) (Figures 3A–3C). These
effects are consistent with the concept of response enhancement at the attended location [23], and the effects are large in
size: for example, in mFus, comparing pRF properties across
the digit and face task, respectively, the median pRF eccentricity increases from 1.3 to 1.9 , the median pRF size increases from 1.8 to 3.4 , and the median pRF gain increases
from 0.83% to 1.32%.
Control experiments reveal that changes in pRF properties
are observed even if tasks are interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis (Figure S3G), indicating that the changes cannot be attributed to variation in general subject arousal across tasks.
Furthermore, performing the digit task on digits presented to
the left of fixation produces leftward shifts of pRFs in hV4,
IOG, and pFus compared to performing the digit task on
central digits (Figure S3H). This indicates that even though
attention is drawn away from faces during the digit task, pRF
modulations occur in a manner consistent with response
enhancement at the attended location, irrespective of the content of the attended stimulus.
Interestingly, attentional effects in face-selective regions are
stronger for the face task, which specifically requires perceptual processing of the faces, compared to the dot task
(p < 1029, two-tailed sign test in each region for each pRF property). Increases in pRF size under the dot and face tasks relative to the digit task are particularly intriguing as they indicate
that locally, at the voxel level, attention to the stimulus increases the position tolerance of the neural representation.

What Is the Benefit of Attentional Modulation of pRFs?
Although we have demonstrated local changes in pRF properties as a result of attention, an open question is whether
these attention-induced changes are beneficial to the global,
or distributed, representation of the stimulus. Specifically,
we ask the following question: does attention affect the ability
of a collection of pRFs to discriminate the location of the
stimulus? This question cannot be answered through simple
summary statistics of pRF properties (such as the ones in Figure 3A) because discrimination performance depends not only
on the properties of individual pRFs but also on how the pRFs
collectively tile the visual field. For example, large but overlapping pRFs might discriminate stimulus locations better than
small, non-overlapping pRFs [24]. We therefore designed a
model-based decoding analysis that quantifies the spatial
discrimination performance of a collection of pRFs. In this
analysis, we calculate spatial uncertainty, that is, the distance
over which changes in stimulus position cannot be well
discriminated based on the distributed responses across the
pRFs (thus, low spatial uncertainty indicates good discrimination performance). We applied this analysis separately to each
region, analyzing the pRFs observed under each task.
As expected from the stability of pRF properties in early visual areas, there is little change in spatial uncertainty in these
areas across tasks (Figure 4A, top). In all tasks, spatial uncertainty in V1–V3 is less than 0.5 near the fovea (1 eccentricity)
and less than 1.5 in the periphery (5 eccentricity) (Figures 4B
and 4C). In contrast, there are large changes in spatial uncertainty in face-selective regions across tasks. In the periphery,
spatial uncertainty is substantially reduced under the dot task
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Figure 2. Systematic Organization of pRF Properties across the Ventral Visual Pathway
(A) pRF size versus eccentricity. Each line represents a region (median across voxels 6 68% CI). Dotted lines indicate eccentricity ranges containing few
voxels. The inset shows a schematic of pRF sizes at 1 eccentricity. IOG, inferior occipital gyrus; pFus, posterior fusiform; mFus, mid-fusiform.
(B) pRF locations and visual field coverage in the left hemisphere. Top row: pRF centers (red dots) and pRF sizes for 100 randomly selected voxels from each
region (gray circles). Bottom row: visual field coverage, computed as the proportion of pRFs covering each point in the visual field. Each image is normalized
such that black corresponds to 0, and white corresponds to the maximum value. IOG, pFus, and mFus contain large pRFs centered near the fovea.
See also Figure S2.

(1.9-fold reduction, on average, across face-selective regions)
and the face task (2.7-fold reduction, on average, across
regions) compared to the digit task (Figure 4A, bottom; Figure 4C). For example, in mFus, uncertainty in the periphery is
more than 3 under the digit task but only about 1 under the
face task (Figure 4C). Importantly, these improvements are
not simply due to increased pRF gain: improvements are
still observed if pRF gain is held constant and only the taskinduced changes in pRF location and size are considered (Figure S4A). These results indicate that attending the stimulus
either explicitly (face task) or implicitly (dot task) reduces
uncertainty with respect to the location of the stimulus. As a
complement to our model-based decoding analysis, we also
performed direct decoding of the distributed response patterns evoked by faces with no intervening modeling step.
Results are consistent with our model-based analysis: in
face-selective regions, there is improved decoding of face
position in the periphery under the face task compared to
the digit and dot tasks (Figures S4B and S4C).
Discussion
The experiments in the present study reveal that spatial representations are prevalent in the ventral ‘‘what’’ visual pathway.
First, we have shown that responses in VTC are modulated by
changes in the position and size of the stimulus. These modulations are systematic and are accurately characterized by a
pRF model utilizing spatial summation and a compressive
nonlinearity. Second, spatial representations within VTC are
actively shaped by top-down task demands. Specifically,
attention modulates pRFs in high and intermediate levels of
the ventral pathway, but not early visual regions. While prior
research has shown that spatial attention shifts receptive
fields in the dorsal ‘‘where’’ visual pathway [6–9, 25], as well
as intermediate visual areas in the ventral pathway [23, 26–
28], we extend these results to high-level areas in the ventral
pathway for the first time.
Attentional Effects in the Ventral Visual Pathway
The observed attentional modulations of pRFs are consistent
with the theory that neural responses in visual cortex reflect
the combination of bottom-up stimulus drive and a top-down

attentional field that enhances responses to stimuli at the
current locus of attention [23, 26, 29]. While both implicit (dot
task) and explicit (face task) attention toward faces lead to
response enhancement, we find that explicit attention toward
faces produces larger modulations (see Figure 3A). This suggests that responses in the ventral visual pathway are modulated by both spatial and object-based attention, consistent
with recent demonstrations of category-based attentional
effects in the ventral pathway [30]. An interesting subject for
future work is examining whether the attentional modulations
observed here can be quantitatively described as an interaction between a global attentional field [7, 10, 23] and local
classical receptive fields. Recent data suggest that the
effect of a global attentional field on pRFs depends on pRF
size, with larger effects obtained for larger pRFs [10]. Thus,
these models predict larger attentional shifts of pRFs at
higher stages of the visual processing hierarchy. We facilitate
efforts to examine such questions and to further develop
attentional models by making our data publicly available
(http://kendrickkay.net/vtcdata/).
One question that stems from our findings is whether the
demonstrated impact of attention on cortical responses has
behavioral consequences. We hypothesize that attentioninduced changes in the representation of spatial information
in VTC may affect behavioral judgments of spatial position.
Specifically, reduction of neural spatial uncertainty during
the dot and face tasks compared to the digit task suggests
that behavioral judgments of face position would be more
accurate during the dot and face tasks. This hypothesis can
be tested in future behavioral studies.
Another open question is exactly how the attentional modulations measured with fMRI manifest at the level of individual
neurons. As prior electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that attention modulates neuronal firing rates in
monkey IT [26, 28], we hypothesize that similar attentional
modulations of receptive fields (RFs) occur for individual neurons in the ventral visual pathway. Notably, our observation of
task-dependent pRFs might explain the variability of previous
reports of neuronal RF sizes in monkey IT: RFs were largest
during passive viewing [31, 32] and anesthesia [19], whereas
RFs were smallest during demanding discrimination tasks
near the fovea [33].
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Figure 3. Attention Modulates pRF Properties in VTC
pRFs were measured under three tasks using the same stimulus. While maintaining fixation, subjects performed a one-back task on centrally presented
digits (digit task), detected a small dot superimposed on the faces (dot task), or performed a one-back task on face identity (face task).
(A) Summary of results. Each bar represents a region under a single task (median across voxels 6 68% CI). In hV4, and more so in IOG, pFus, and mFus,
attending to the stimulus (dot task, face task) causes an increase in pRF eccentricity, size, and gain compared to attending to fixation (digit task). These
effects are larger for the face task than for the dot task.
(B) Visualization of pRFs for 100 randomly selected voxels from an example region, bilateral IOG (colored dots represent pRF centers; gray circles represent
pRF sizes). In the digit task, pRFs are small and cluster near the fovea, whereas in the face task, pRFs are large and spread out into the periphery.
(C) Visualization of pRF shifts for region IOG. For each voxel, a line is drawn that connects the pRF center under the digit task to the pRF center under the face
task; color indicates the direction of the shift (see legend), and the same color is used for the corresponding dots in (B). In general, pRFs shift away from
the center. Although it appears as if there are many shifts to far eccentricities, the majority (81%) of pRF centers under the face task are actually located
within 5 eccentricity.
See also Figure S3.

Rethinking Position Tolerance in the Ventral Visual
Pathway
Position and size tolerance are considered key features of the
ventral visual pathway, useful for object and face recognition.
Tolerance indicates reduced sensitivity to incidental properties of a stimulus, such as the specific position or size at which
it is viewed [34, 35]. Prevailing theories suggest that tolerance
is achieved by systematic increase in RF sizes across processing stages in the ventral visual pathway [19, 20, 22, 36, 37].
Intuitively, a large RF implies that a wide range of stimulus positions and sizes drives the neural response [12].
Although our pRF measurements are consistent with this account and reveal a hierarchy of pRF sizes within VTC, there are
two aspects of our data that prompt a rethinking of position
tolerance in VTC. First, we show that position tolerance at the
level of individual voxels is partially the result of top-down
attentional mechanisms and not simply due to static RF properties (see also [38]). Specifically, we find that when subjects
attend to the stimulus, pRFs enlarge, thereby increasing position tolerance. Second, we show that the common intuition that
larger pRFs degrade spatial information may be misleading.
Despite the enlargement of pRFs when subjects attend the
stimulus, the spatial precision with which the location of the
stimulus is represented in VTC improves, rather than worsens.
At first glance, these observations seem inconsistent: how
can attention increase spatial tolerance while also increasing

spatial precision? The answer lies in the distinction between
the local scale (i.e., information carried by a single voxel) and
the global scale (i.e., information carried by distributed responses across voxels). At the local scale, each individual
voxel shows reduced sensitivity to stimulus location due to
increased pRF size. However, at the global scale, sensitivity
to stimulus location improves due to increased pRF coverage
and scatter in the periphery (Figures 3B and 3C), which
together provide a better tiling of the visual field.
Conclusions
We have used a model-based approach to understand
how attention influences representation in visual cortex. Our
approach consisted of measuring responses to a wide range
of stimulus conditions [39, 40], developing an encoding model
that describes how stimulus information is represented
locally [11, 41, 42], and using decoding analyses to quantify
the information present in distributed responses [43]. Importantly, although we implemented this approach with fMRI, the
approach is general and can be applied to other experimental
techniques, such as electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), and
electrophysiology. Comparing results from different experimental techniques in a common model-based framework
may help elucidate the neural signals measured by different
techniques [44] and may help resolve discrepancies in the sizes
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Figure 4. Attention Reduces Spatial Uncertainty in VTC
For each region and task, we assess the quality of the representation of spatial information using a model-based decoding analysis. This analysis quantifies
how well a linear classifier can discriminate stimuli at different visual field positions from a stimulus at a reference position.
(A) Example results for a 3 3 3 grid of reference positions in the upper-right visual field (left inset). Each image is a map of discrimination performance for one
reference position (indicated by the relative position of the image). We define spatial uncertainty as the square root of the area of the 75% correct contour
(white line).
(B) Uncertainty at 1 eccentricity. Each bar represents uncertainty in a region under a single task (median across angular positions 6 68% CI). All regions
exhibit low uncertainty, irrespective of the task.
(C) Uncertainty at 5 eccentricity. Face-selective regions IOG, pFus, and mFus exhibit high uncertainty under the digit task. However, this uncertainty is
dramatically reduced under the dot and face tasks.
See also Figure S4.

of attentional effects found by different techniques [45]. Overall, our study reveals that spatial information is systematically
represented in the ventral visual pathway and that attention
modifies and enhances this spatial representation. These results provide important insights into how position coding is implemented in the ventral visual pathway.
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